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DISCLAIMER
(no offer of ﬁnancial instruments)
This Document does not constitute nor contain an offer of or advice to securities,
ﬁnancial instruments, investment products within the meaning of Sec. 1 para. 1 of
the German Securities Prospectus Act (Wertpapierprospektgesetz) or Sec. 1 para. 1
of the Investment Products Act (Vermögensanlagengesetz) or to any other asset
investment. This Document solely shall provide information on intelligent ﬂuids
GmbH (“IFC”) as a company, its business concept, on the anticipated smartchem
token (“SMAC”) and its intended offering. Any binding information and the legal
terms and conditions on the acquisition of SMAC will be exclusively set out in the
speciﬁc „SMAC Terms and Conditions“ document. This White Paper Document
and any information provided herewith are legally not binding. Thus this
Document does not contain an offer (suitable to be accepted), on the conclusion
of a contract, no recommendation for a speciﬁc investment and no basis for a
speciﬁc investment decision.
Any information provided in this Document might be incomplete and shall not
constitute a contractual obligation. This Document may be amended, in order to
specify the information or to update information according to the actual
knowledge on the actual and legal framework of the business of IFC. However,
there is no obligation in order to update this White Paper Document.
The SMAC token is planned as a so-called utility token and entitles the holder
speciﬁcally in rights for price reductions on future intelligent ﬂuids purchases. IFC
explicitly does not guarantee any value generation or performance of SMAC
tokens. The purchaser of SMAC tokens will not acquire shareholder participation in
IFC or any related rights. The SMAC Token rewards fast change from users of
harmful solvents towards Green Chemistry usage. Plus it supports selected NGOs.
IFC intends to take high safety precautions within the SMAC Offering as described
in Chapter “The SMAC Offering”. Nevertheless, IFC cannot entirely exclude, that
the money and virtual currency, received within the SMAC Offering, may get lost
or disappear irretrievably e.g. by theft, robbery, fraud or by technical
circumstances, such as hacking or disaster.
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Responsibility
Smartchem (issued by intelligent ﬂuids GmbH, 04229 Leipzig, Karl-Heine-Str. 99),
is responsible for the content of this White Paper Document and declares it has
been set up with the necessary care to ensure that the information given in the
Document is correct, to the best of its knowledge, and that no facts have been
omitted that are likely to alter the Document's message.

Further Information on IFC
intelligent ﬂuids GmbH declares that there are no conﬂicts of interest regarding
the obligations of the SMAC token issuer and the management or other organs of
the company.
Furthermore, the Company declares that there are no governmental
interventions, court or arbitration proceedings that have or recently had a
substantial impact on the ﬁnancial condition or proﬁtability.
No relevant contracts have been entered into outside the normal course of
business that could result in a person obtaining an obligation or right, which
might be of signiﬁcant impact to the issuer's ability to meet its obligations to the
SMAC token holders regarding the SMAC tokens to be issued.
Information provided by third parties has been correctly adopted. As far as it is
known to the Company and as far as this could be derived from the third parties’
information, no actions have been misappropriated which would lead to the
incorrect or misleading reproduction of the information. The sources of the
information can be found in the annexe "Sources".
For the duration of the SMAC token sale the following documents may be
inspected by interested potential investors at IFC upon request after registration
on smartchem.io plus if applicable, after entering into a NDA with the potential
investor:

•
•
•
•
•

IFC Articles of Incorporation
Actual registration document
SMAC Subscription Form
SMAC Offering Overview
SMAC Terms and Conditions

CONTACTS:
For any questions concerning our company or the ICO, feel free to contact us:
Phone: +49 - 341 - 319 68 10
Email: ir@intelligent-ﬂuids.com
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Inspiring industries to change to Green Chemistry
About 322 million tons (2013) of toxic and harmful chemicals are produced
every year across the EU alone. Severe health-risks and high potential damage to
the environment derive from common chemical solvents’ usage in industrial
cleaning processes. A huge global market of almost 50bn€ mostly harmful wet
chemistry is waiting to be challenged and replaced. We created the basics to give
the right answers and intrinsically support 10 Sustainable Development Goals of
the United Nations with a signiﬁcant positive impact on our planet.
intelligent ﬂuids offer a sustainable, efﬁcient and powerful solution for industrial
cleaning by utilizing physical effects instead of toxic chemicals, meeting much
more than today’s standards for eco-friendliness with biodegradable,
non-inﬂammable and pH neutral ingredients. Really unique and disrupting is the
fact that intelligent ﬂuids combine outstanding performance with a remarkable
Eco-Footprint. Top functionality and top sustainability are no longer contradictory!
The patented technology of intelligent ﬂuids combines gentle ingredients to
tailor-made phase ﬂuids that remove organic contaminants effectively and gently,
by a molecular teamwork like a micro-earthquake. This groundbreaking Impact
Chemistry is able to penetrate, fragment and ﬁnally lift-off even persistent
impurities and heavy deposits (dirts/oils/colors/adhesives) in a very powerful and
gentle way. Check this video link for more information. Oil&Gaz, Microelectronics
and Maintenance industries have our major attention.
The DeepTech company intelligent ﬂuids GmbH (IFC) is a young German SME
with 22 employees located in Leipzig, Germany. The company won e.g. the Global
Green Product Award 2021 for circular materials and the Imagine Chemistry
Award 2019.
In order to attract industries to change from harmful solvents to green chemistry
we will carry out a Utility Token Offering (SMAC - smartchem). This will also help
scale the company and achieve a relevant global market share. The faster
companies change to use Green Chemistry, the more rewards they will get in
return.
We will offer digital discount rights for future ﬂuid purchases and thus generate
effective additional and immediate pre-sales. The tokens will also be available and
tradable on various crypto platforms. This method of fundraising offers a high
degree of ﬂexibility for customers, liquidity for investors, a unique opportunity to
beneﬁt as early adopter from attractive discounts on ﬂuid purchases or from a
possible increasing token value. Plus an impressive eco-footprint!
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The tokenized rights entitle the holder to purchase intelligent ﬂuids (in a volume
based on the number of tokens in possession) with a discount of initial 30% on the
actual valid ﬂuid pricings. Total 0.10 USD per liter purchased ﬂuid will be donated
to the NGO oceancare.org (SDG 14). Green Chemistry together with SMAC-Token
community can make a difference!
You are welcome to join our way cleaning up global industries by Green Impact
Chemistry.
SMAC that - together with us.

Christian Römlein, CEO
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PART A: Company and Technology
Overview
Want to help stop our environment pollution and
aid the environment?

The Vision:
Enable the Post-Solvent Era
With Smartchem eco friendly portfolio of cleaning products that can have big
impacts on your environmental footprint.
Smartchem (SMAC) is the token of the intelligent ﬂuids GmbH. Participating in
the ICO helps to create a safe, healthy and sustainable world for our partners and
communities
The Smartchem Platform is an online environment enabling Industrial Cleaning
Buyers and Sellers (Smartchem) to ﬁnd each other and enter into contract. The
Platform uses smart contracts and tokenized ﬂuids to execute and manage all
transactions. This core Platform technology uses blockchain to store this
information in an immutable, transparent and secure way so that the authenticity
of all contracts can always be validated independently of Smartchem.
The Smartchem Platform is the only tool in the market that allows you to build up
a portfolio of industrial cleaning ﬂuids supplied from Smartchem and trade
existing contracts from a single location. In addition, the Platform provides tools
to monitor the status of the Buyer’s environmental cleaning portfolio, execute
monthly settlements and participate in the community donation pool. Why
blockchain? Because it is a distributed database that has unique properties that
are not available to conventional, centralized information systems. Blockchain
offers immutability, transparency, and decentralization. Once the data is written
into blockchain it cannot be tampered with, and that data is accessible to involved
parties and stored in a globally distributed network - making it resistant to cyber
attacks.
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Regulatory Trends
Industrial cleaning is a rapidly growing market whose value is projected to exceed
54 billion USD by 2025. This expansion is driven by growth in manufacturing and
healthcare, coupled with the increasing focus on maintaining clean and healthy
workplaces.
Dirt, mold, colors, chemicals, pathogens, and other contaminants in industrial
environments can pose serious health hazards for staff, costing companies billions
in health reimbursement and lost productivity. Furthermore, machines and
equipment are prone to failure and breakdowns if regular cleaning is not
performed. Frequent cleaning reduces wear and tear, protecting capital
investments.
Fortunately, one manufacturer is stepping out of the crowd with solutions that
could ﬁnally give the industrial cleaning sector good standing with consumers,
regulators, and the general public. Leveraging ground-breaking science and
Deeptech engineering, intelligent ﬂuids from Germany demonstrates that it is
entirely possible to clean without destroying the environment. With its unique
phase cleaning ﬂuids, intelligent ﬂuids is ushering in the era of safe and
sustainable solvent-free industrial cleaning.

How is Smartchem Leading the Sustainable
Cleaning Transformation?
Smartchem has been designing, developing, and creating eco-friendly cleaning
agents since a decade. Currently, its innovative ﬂuids portfolio includes agents for
separating materials, removing surface coats from metal, glass, and synthetic
material, stripping paint, degrease, detach adhesive residues, and deep-cleaning
industrial equipment, among others.
To clean surfaces, Intelligent Fluids cleaning agents utilize physical rather than
chemical impact. Conventional solvents remove impurities by dissolving them,
creating chemical waste that must be disposed of in a safe and environmentally
conscious way. On the other hand, intelligent ﬂuids use gentle, pH-neutral
ingredients, which can penetrate, dislodge, break down and lift off the heaviest
and most persistent deposits while sparing sensitive surfaces and substrates.
The primary characteristic of intelligent ﬂuids is their net-like, highly dynamic
structure and the creation of an unique micro-earthquake. When spread on a
dirty surface, the ﬂuid molecules sip into the impurities and under them without
breaking down their own molecular structure. As a result, they dislodge the
deposits from the surface, which can then be easily washed off by water.
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THE INNOVATION

Environmental toxic waste and chemicals.

Challenge
As mentioned before, almost 322 million tons of toxic chemicals are produced
each year across the EU alone. The aggressive substances harm nature,
equipment, materials and people. Although most of the ingredients are classiﬁed
as carcinogenic, mutagenic, chronically toxic and/or toxic for reproduction, highly
ﬂammable, dangerous for water and earth, suitable substitutions for professional
cleaning materials in the industrial sector have so far been lacking.
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Due to growing environmental, health and sustainability awareness, worldwide
regulatory frameworks have become more and more restrictive and the calls for
alternatives have become louder. Yet, the puzzle to construct an adequate
replacement is difﬁcult to solve: new substances must not only be clean and
low-risk products, but must also be at least as effective as the hazardous and
harmful solvent-based chemistry that is going to be replaced.
Market participants have to be convinced to adopt processes and production lines
to a sustainable, cost-efﬁcient and most effective solution. Global production and
logistics capabilities have to be built and scaled up, therefore we’re expanding our
existing facilities in Germany. We’re also planning to set up demo labs in Asia and
the USA in order to be close to our customers.

Smartchem Solution
Smartchem (Intelligent Fluids) are free of harmful or dangerous substances
and therefore safe for users, equipment, substrates and the environment. The
cleaning effect is based on a physical function instead of a chemical function,
making use of both the natural trend to disorder to the greatest possible
distribution of molecules (“entropy“) and the urge for fast conglomeration
(“Ostwald ripening“). As a consequence, an amazing constant molecular
teamwork and interaction between hydrophobic and hydrophilic characteristics
takes place (so-called “micro-earthquake effect“, ”bottled ultrasonic“).
The highly dynamic ﬂuid is heavily water-based, biodegradable, dermatologically
approved, non-inﬂammable, pH neutral, thermodynamically stable and can easily
be removed by rinsing with either water or alcohol.
Instead of aggressive, chemical dissolving, it gently and physically detaches
unwanted remains (particularly organic layers on inorganic substrates). Both
lipophilic and hydrophilic properties of the ﬂuid make it unique and open up a
wide ﬁeld of major applications in decorating, such as:

•

Cleaning of dirts/residues/stains: removal of resists from equipment, areas,
machine parts, tanks, vessels

•

Degreasing of oils/fats/greases: removal of oily/fatty layers to prepare
substrates for further manufacturing steps

•

Stripping of varnishes/lacquers/colors/paints/inks: removal of photoresists
and metal layers from wafers and photomasks, esp. in the back-end-of-line
(BEoL) in combination with copper-substrates or other metallization's (i.e. FEOL,
BEOL, BE) in microelectronic and electronic applications, removal of color
residues in industries, grafﬁti removal in facility cleaning, a.s.o.

•

Removal of adhesives/glues/resins: removal of adhesive residues from varying
substrates (i.e. ﬂat panel display, temporary bonding), other adhesive challenges
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The working principle for all major applications is the same. We call it
micro-earthquake lift-off. For the aforementioned usages, a ﬁrst range of products
is already used by plenty of customers in highly productive environments.

Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)
In order to back our activities in existing and future markets with a strong IPR and
legal framework, we have registered a signiﬁcant number of patents in relevant
market regions, as well as having claimed corresponding web domain names.

However, whereas around half of our IP is covered by patents, the other half is
covered by trade secrets by the deep complexity of our technology. Analyzing,
copying and understanding our formulas is a much bigger challenge than many
competitors might think. All revised engineering attempts up to now failed.
See Annex: Company for more details.
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THE MARKET
Overview
The expertise of Intelligent ﬂuids
lies in industrial cleaning through
physical
mechanisms.
The
industrial cleaning industry is a $45
(about €41) billion industry in 2017,
growing at a rate of 5.24% every
year 1 .
By 2023 the size of the industrial
cleaning market shall reach about
$57.3 billion. Such rapid growth is a
result of growing health and
hygiene concerns in industrial
workspaces 2 .

Microelectronics and Maintenance, the two
major markets of Intelligent ﬂuids at the
moment. Oil & Gaz to follow shortly.

Geographically, North America
shall retain the largest share of the
market, although China, India and
SouthEast Asia are rapidly catching
up due to a growing number of
factories. By sector, the oil & gas is
the largest market for industrial
cleaning in 2018 in South East Asia,
accounting for about 14% of the
whole cleaning market.

Market share by end user for industrial
cleaning in South East Asia

1
2

https://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/4518605/industrial-cleaning-market-forecasts-from-2018

https://www.futuremarketinsights.com/reports/industrial-cleaners-market
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A Big 54 Billion Market

Market sizes, potentials and volumes 2017

Smartchem (Intelligent ﬂuids) focuses on the following two major cleaning
markets: microelectronic cleaning and maintenance. Oil & gas equipment shall
be the next target that follows shortly.

Microelectronics
In 2018, 69% of microelectronics sales is located in Asia (€ 280 million), 22% in the
USA (€ 90 million) and 9% in the EU (€ 37 million) 3 . Therefore, given the sheer size
of the Asian market, Asia is our next target after Germany and Europe.
The global market of microelectronics cleaning is € 3.8 billion 4,5 in 2019, growing
at 6.2% annually, while for intelligent ﬂuids it is an addressable market of € 2.4
billion. Intelligent ﬂuids target a total market share of 10% in the microelectronics
cleaning industry by 2030, equivalent to € 690 million.

Maintenance
The maintenance branch involves products for printing, grafﬁti removal and
machine equipment cleaning. The maintenance market is about € 2.7 billion at
the moment. Growth rate of the industry varies by report, with some predicting a
CAGR as high as 28% 6 annually, potentially reaching € 10 billion by 2024. Such
growth is driven by the use of emerging technology which reduces maintenance
cost and time. This implies an addressable market of € 1.8 billion for Intelligent
ﬂuids.

3

http://semiexpo.ru/docs/Frost_Sullivan.pdf

4

https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/Market-Reports/microelectronics-cleaning-equipme
nt-market-772.html

5
6

Assume 1 USD = 0.9 EUR
https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/PressReleases/operational-predictive-maintenance.a
sp
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Oil & Gaz
As one of the largest markets for industrial cleaning, oil & gaz shall be the next
targeted market of intelligent ﬂuids. FlowChem, a US-based (oil & gas) pipeline
performance product, has been sold to KMG, a specialty chemical company, at
$495 billion (€ 446 billion) 7 . Oil & Gaz is a € 10 billion market for cleaning agents,
which translates into an addressable market of roughly € 6.6 billion. Taking an
annual growth rate of 6% 8 , a 2% market share would translate to a value of € 0.36
billion by 2030.

Revenue Potential

Market size of potential market for Intelligent ﬂuids. From:
https://www.futuremarketinsights.com/reports/industrial-cleaners-market

In terms of potential markets, in the short-to-mid term intelligent ﬂuids shall open
up new markets for industrial and domestic cleaning. As mentioned above, the oil
& gaz industry is among the most lucrative potential markets with an estimated
€10 billion market value. The healthcare, dentistry and cosmetic sectors, with
countless equipment that require sanitization, is another huge market to be
targeted. Other possible markets include crop science, food & beverage and
power generation.
For the time being the focus is on industrial cleaning, but not on domestic
cleaning. However, a non-harmful, biodegradable cleaning agent may also be
appealing to domestic customers. Thus, extension towards the domestic cleaning
market is another future option as long as we get access to powerful B2B2C
channels to avoid direct marketing involvement.

7

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/arsenal-capital-partners-completes-sale-of-ﬂo
wchem-to-kmg-300474909.html

8

https://www.strategyand.pwc.com/trend/2018-oil-gas
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In the long run, intelligent ﬂuids may continue to penetrate other markets
traditionally dominated by solvents. It includes paints & coating, adhesives and
other related industries. The market size of the solvent industry is €42 billion in
2018 9 . With a CAGR of 3.9%, the market will reach a value of €52 billion by 2023.
With intelligent Fluid’s experience in physical cleaning, it is not impossible that
they can continue to take up other parts of the solvent market. With such a
market value, even a 1% share of the solvent market shall mean €520 million in
2030. On the other hand, expansion towards this direction relies on the progress of
R&D.

SMARTCHEM (Intelligent ﬂuids):
Disruptor of Chemistry
Furthermore, the technology intrinsically supports ten (colored in the graphic
below) out of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals deﬁned by the United
Nations (UN SGD.17). Additionally the company will support ten ﬁtting NGOs and
three local institutions based on the liter volumes of sold intelligent ﬂuids annually
from 2021 on. See chapter Rewards and Sponsorship programs.

Smartchem (intelligent ﬂuids GmbH) is a B2B company. Customers are
well-known reputable global companies, such as Heidelberger Druck, RF360,
Würth-Group, TKM and others who have an ongoing need to optimize their yields
and solve environmental challenges. We earn revenues by selling them a superior
new product that fulﬁls their current and future needs in an amazing way, either
in direct sales or via sales partners. We have already signed numerous NDA’s as
well as several JDA’s. We’ve also initiated testing and qualiﬁcations with potential
clients who want to make use of intelligent ﬂuids (see Chances section for more
details).

9

https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/ICOcks/global-57-bn-solvents-market-forecast-t
o-2023-1027540948
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Eco-Friendliness
Besides outstanding performance, Eco-friendliness is the core competitive
advantage of intelligent ﬂuids. Proofs of their green and smart nature are as
follows 10 :
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Good biodegradability
Toxicological harmless
Energy saving
Non-inﬂammable
pH ranging from 4-9
Non-cytotoxic
Non tissue-damaging
Non-neurotoxic
Non-carcinogenic or mutagenic
Non-explosive
Dermatologically tested 1.0

COMPETITOR ANALYSIS
Our USP may be combined into an e³ formula:
enabling, economic & ecologic

•

enabling: intelligent ﬂuids solve
current
and
future
industrial
challenges, cleaning even strong
adhering contamination by physical
action instead of a chemical
reaction.

•

economic: We signiﬁcantly reduce
the total cost of ownership of our
cuICOmers (in terms of process
time, energy consumption and
waste production).

•

ecological: We neither harm people
nor nature nor materials. Instead,
we support ECO-FABs and offer a
regulatory, non-inﬂammable, pH
neutral,
biodegradable,
dermatologically
tested
and
ﬁlterable product.

10

https://www.intelligent-ﬂuids.com/en/downloads/
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Despite intense research, we could not ﬁnd any competitors with an equally
performant and environment-friendly cleaning and stripping agent. Competitors
with classical, solvent-based chemicals include BASF, Kanto, DOW, DuPont,
Mitsubishi, a.o. Yet, we tend to see them as potential future customers or sales
partners, as they might decide to resell intelligent ﬂuids to their clients as smart
solutions when stronger regulations restrict their own chemical products.

GENERATIONS OF CLEANERS GLOBALLY
YESTERDAY/TODAY

TODAY

TOMORROW

We are aware that the market offers several alternatives to classical, solvent-based
chemicals which are also made of non-hazardous ingredients or techniques
(LASER-based, grit blasting, etc.), yet all those environmentally friendly
alternatives don’t show convincing results, especially not in industrial usages 11.

11

In case of interest, please leave a note at info@smartchem.io, so we can send you further
details.
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Potential competitors of intelligent ﬂuids fall into 2 categories:
‐
‐

Chemical, solvent-based: e.g. BASF, Kanto, DOW, DuPont and others
Physical-based cleaning: LASER, grit blasting and the like

intelligent ﬂuids has an edge on each of its competitors in many aspects and on
speciﬁc applications. Chemical- based cleaning solutions currently hold by far the
largest share of the market right now.
However, unlike intelligent ﬂuids other cleaners may contain numerous harmful
chemicals. Their biodegradability is also questionable. As regulation tightens and
awareness towards eco-friendliness increases, such chemical-based cleaning shall
be out-matched by green cleaners like intelligent ﬂuids.

ROADMAP

NDAs with the intention to qualify intelligent ﬂuids with plenty of signiﬁcant
potential clients are already signed. Our intelligent ﬂuids-based products target
customers in both microelectronics and maintenance markets. We already have
JDAs or initiated qualiﬁcations with market-leading companies in the global
microelectronics and maintenance markets. Client acquisitions are in different
stages. The ﬁrst cuICOmers are already on board, others have ordered ﬁrst trial
purchases or are in the evaluation or qualiﬁcation phase.
Our target group of potential customers deals with the challenges of industrial
cleaning, process cleaning, equipment cleaning and stripping. Pain points are
legal/environmental regulations, ﬂammability, substrate damage and stress, rate of
yield and rework necessity, complex processes, long process times, high energy
costs, expensive equipment, performance gaps, disposal and dangers posed to
workers.
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Use of Funds
Smartchem (Intelligent Fluids) plans to raise funds via ICO in order to scale our
growth worldwide. To get to the next level, Intelligent Fluids has set ambitious
goals for the next ten years. We intend to expand production sites to Asia to the
U.S. and to the MENA area and increase production from 500 tons per year to
more than 13,500 tons per year in Europe.
In addition to bolstering our footing in the microelectronics and maintenance
segments, we intend to venture deeper into our most promising sector: oil&gas.
We are targeting 5% of the entire petroleum cleaning business, equivalent to 200
million USD in 2030. This target is only realistic if we have the funding to expand
global production sites and R&D sites.
Expanding to larger global clients and extending to other sectors will need
adaptation and modiﬁcation of the ﬂuids and further development. Future
applications could cover

•

a wider range of products for further
maintenance
applications

•

and

microelectronic

the health sector, i.e. skin care or
cosmetic
dentistry
(tooth
bleaching/cleaning) and also the
crop science sector (drug delivery)

•

the energy sector, i.e. the cleaning of
gas pipelines, optimization of oil
production downstream, midstream
and upstream.

We can easily customize our ﬂuids so that they can “intelligently” distinguish
between layer and surface. To achieve this, we may conﬁgure internal dynamics
within the ﬂuid anywhere from 1,000 to 8,000 moves per second, making it
effective anywhere between -5°C and 90°C.
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COMPANY AND TEAM
Smartchem (intelligent ﬂuids GmbH) has focused on development and marketing
of unique phase ﬂuids based on patented technology since it was established (as
former “bubbles and beyond GmbH”).
Right now, we are undergoing the process of transforming from a technology
driven company to a market-driven one. Currently focusing on Germany and
Europe, our plan is to reach key target markets in Asia and the USA soonest. This is
due to relevant customers in both the microelectronic manufacturing and oil/gas
industries being located there.
Our staff and production capabilities will have to be built up in Europe ﬁrst, but
subsequently in Asia and the USA, too.

The company employs 22 people, follows LEAN principles in the entire value chain,
is located in Leipzig and owns a production site in Leuna (approx. 40 kilometers
from Leipzig). Both sites are ISO-certiﬁed (ISO 9001, ISO 14001) and can be found
at the following postal addresses:

Main site

Production site

headquarters, research units for
development and product design,
laboratories with a technical centre,
clean room, demo lab

Production, quality assurance
and logistics

intelligent ﬂuids GmbH

intelligent ﬂuids GmbH

Karl-Heine-Straße 99

Am Haupttor, Bau 5372

04229 Leipzig

06237 Leuna
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Manufacturing Site Europe
Leuna, the city where our production site resides, is located in the dynamic central
German economic region of Leipzig-Halle. The area has a high potential for
expansion. The capacity of our "battle-tested" German production site (which is
located inside the InfraLeuna, one of the biggest chemical sites in Germany) can
easily be increased from the current production of 500t/year up to 13500t/year in
order to satisfy a growing (Europe-wide) demand for our products, even in the
short term. The company achieved ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 in 2018. In case the
capacity of Leuna is exhausted, we are easily able to incorporate new factories.

• Essential

parts

of

product

lines

are

commercially

available

standard

components

• We

hold substantial know-how in piloting, implementing and launching

product lines

• We

own a large data pool (and many experiences) from integrating our

intelligent ﬂuids in the manufacturing processes of our customers (especially in
the segments microelectronics and maintenance).
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Team
Our executive staff consists of experts from varying branches, uniting technical
and organizational skills in a most needed way:

Christian Römlein, CEO

•

Company Establishment, Company Management, Value Creation,
Finances

•

Expert in Strategy, Marketing, Sales, Branding, Entrepreneurship
in B2C/B2B, Venture Capital

•

30 years of experience in international top-management positions.
Political Network.

•
•

References: Endress+Hauser, HOLMENKOL, LOBA
Senator h.c. of BVMW, Vice-President of MAA

Dr. Christian Raeck, COO

•
•
•
•

Purchasing, Production, Logistics, Workﬂow, IT
Expert in chemistry, analytics and process management
Multiple years of experience in Project Management
References: Fresenius Analytics, intelligent ﬂuids

Dr. Alexander Breul, CTO

•
•

Head of R&D, Quality and Regulatory
Expert in laboratory management, surfactant production, polymer
synthesis and characterization

•

Multiple years of experience in R&D-projects, product
development and analytical chemistry

•

References: Max-Planck-Institute, Sanoﬁ, LEUNA-Tenside

Andreas Bartzsch, Sales Director Microelectronics

•

Selecting and supporting the global distribution network. Product
and portfolio management plus application technology for
microelectronic clients

•
•

Expert in Semiconductor Lithography Engineering
More than 30 years of experience in Semiconductor and related
industries

•

References: PRAXAIR, Alpha Assembly Solutions
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Team
Katrin Kiesel, Sales Director Maintenance

•

Selecting and supporting global distribution network. Product
and portfolio management plus application technology for
industrial maintenance clients

•
•

Expert in Industrial Cleaning Applications
Multiple years of experience in CuICOmer Services, Sales and
Project Management

•

References: intelligent ﬂuids

Dr. Ronny Tepper, Fluid Design

•
•
•

Fluid Design and Equipment Engineering
Expert in Chemistry, Analytics, Synthesis
Multiple years of experience in chemical research laboratories and
project management

•

References: FSU Jena

Dr. Michaela Klische, Head of Quality & Regulatory

•

Expert in Chemistry and Toxicology, Responsible for Quality and
Environmental Management

•

Multiple years of experience in research laboratories, Quality
Management (implementation and development of the system)
and Regulatory Affairs (safety data sheets, product registration
and certiﬁcation)

•

References: Leipzig University, TU Kaiserslautern, Lund University
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Social Responsibility (Donation)
As part of the Smartchem offering, intelligent ﬂuids will run a speciﬁc Corporate
Social Responsibility Reward Program starting in 2021 which will be based on
global sales.
It will sponsor a selected number of NGOs which represent the same 10
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the United Nations (UN) that intelligent
ﬂuids support intrinsically by technology. Added up by three local institutions in
Leipzig that strongly empower the future of children.
The donation amount given for rewards will depend upon the quantity of
ﬂuids in liters purchased by customers worldwide annually. An amount of
$0.05 per liter (which is on average between 0.5 % to 1.0 % of revenues) will be
donated to the selected organizations to strengthen their resources.
Note that the NGOs and institutions named are provisional choices. They may be
subject to change in future.
This impressive and powerful Corporate Social Responsibility Program ensures
that the Smartchem Token holders signiﬁcantly enable intelligent ﬂuids to
contribute to the important work of the named institutions and organizations.
The main part of the CSR program has the following considerations:
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Revenue is calculated at an average of €6 per liter sold of intelligent ﬂuids
products, e.g €3,000,000 of revenues is equal to the sale of 500,000 liters of
cleaning ﬂuid.
Customers will receive an annual CSR-certiﬁcate for using smart chemistry
conﬁrming the volume of purchased intelligent ﬂuids and the resulting ﬁnancial
contribution for NGOs. Thus the clients contribute to a better world together with
intelligent ﬂuids.

Year

Potential global
Revenues in €

Estimated Litres
sold

Reward 0.039/l
equals p.a. to a
€-Donation of

Potential Donation
per NGO in €

2021

1,800,000.00

300,000

11,700.00

900.00

2022

6,000,000.00

1,000,000

39,000.00

3,000.00

2023

12,000,000.00

2,000,000

78,000.00

6,000.00

2024

21,000,000.00

3,500,000

136,500.00

10,500.00

2025

42,000,000.00

7,000,000

273,000.00

21,000.00

2026

66,000,000.00

11,000,000

429,000.00

33,000.00

2027

102,000,000.00

17,000,000

663,000.00

51,000.00

2028

168,000,000.00

28,000,000

1,092,000.00

84,000.00

2029

246,000,000.00

41,000,000

1,599,000.00

123,000.00

2030

342,000,000.00

57,000,000

2,223,000.00

171,000.00

2031

528,000,000.00

88,000,000

3,432,000.00

264,000.00

TOTAL

1,528,000,000

255,800,000

9,976,200.00

767,400.00

Projected Donations:
Based upon the projected sales, donations in a value of up to 10m€ are roughly
estimated to be handed over to NGOs within the reward program alone in the
period from 2021 to 2031.
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Clients, Targets and Sales Partners
Clients And Sales Partners Globally:
Distribution Partners

Client Portfolio

Our Customer include such brands as: INFINEON, LFOUNDRY, WÜRTH-Group,
PHILIPS Research (NL), EPCOS, RF360, Duratec AG, etc
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Awards and References
Smartchem (intelligent ﬂuids) was often honored by awards. In 2019 intelligent
ﬂuids was one of the winners in the global NOURYON „Imagine Chemistry“ Award,
where 160 companies worldwide were competing about the most innovative
market solutions. In 2021 intelligent ﬂuids won the Global Green Product
Award for Circular Materials.

Please see our awards below:

•
•
•
•

BVMW: The company of the month

•

KFW-Company Award: Founder
Champions

•

Sustainable Entrepreneurship
Award (best 35)

•

Germany - Land of Ideas (1 out of
365 locations)

Innovation Award Central Germany
industry award 2012 (nomination)
Innovation Award - Sachsen (3rd
place)

In 2019 intelligent ﬂuids became a winner of the Blockstain STAR Award
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PART B: The SMAC ICO
Key Info for Smartchem ICO

The SMAC Token Offering
Smartchem (Intelligent ﬂuids) is going to issue 150M SMAC utility tokens.
120M SMAC tokens will be listed on top crypto exchanges in October, November
and December, 2021 and available for purchase.
30M SMAC tokens will be reserved for employee incentives, marketing and
donations

SMAC Token Growth
With the ﬁnancial plan in place and
having estimated the valuation of
the company until 2031, we
calculated a non-binding projection
of the token appreciation for the
time period starting from the end
of ICO. The plot below shows how
the token price may appreciate over
time.
There is a clear indication that it is
possible to sense a multifold
increase in token price after the
initial expansion period (2021-2023)
and after which there is a steady
increase in the token price. The
projection gives a possible value of
token price appreciation between
€0.16 to €0.31 in 2024 and between
€2.16 to €4.32 in 2031.
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The SMAC Token on the Ethereum
Blockchain
Platform Overview
intelligent ﬂuids Voucher (SMAC) token is a cryptocurrency developed for the
Chemical industry. Created via Ethereum smart contracts, SMAC is an ERC20
token that functions as a utility asset. It is used for different purposes, which
include intelligent ﬂuids, discounted purchases, donations, and more.
SMAC token has utility meaning and is used for utility transactions. Once listed, it
can be traded for different ﬁat and digital currencies.
SMAC was developed with the Smartchem platform in mind.
Smartchem is an innovative platform that is dedicated to intelligent ﬂuids
cleaning products. Companies and the public can utilize the platform to redeem
SMAC token , while ecology enthusiasts can buy their intelligent ﬂuids necessities
through the platform and make donations to the different ecological projects
automatically.
Smartchem. was developed for the purpose of price reduction for intelligent ﬂuids
product purchases and to entice early adopters to take advantage of green
chemistry. For this reason, it is promoting a zero-fee system for transactions that
use SMAC tokens for trades. Platform creators also believe that this new platform
will expedite seller and user interaction and transactions.
Smartchem. uses blockchain technology, particularly smart contracts,
cryptocurrency, and it is a novel Smartchem protocol to facilitate ﬁat and
cryptocurrency for intelligent ﬂuids purchases.
The faster clients change from aggressive and harmful solvents to smart green
chemistry of intelligent ﬂuids, the higher is the reward. By that the SMAC offering
contributes to the fact that with climate change it is already 5 past 12.
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SMAC Token
Smartchem token (SMAC) was created via an Ethereum smart contract. It follows
the ERC20 token standard. The Ethereum network is the top blockchain network
and the ERC20 standard is the most widely used format for building any sort of
token-based project. All information is stored on a public blockchain for
transaction stability and transparency.
SMAC uses the Keccak-256 algorithm, which will help keep SMAC protected
against brute force attacks. It also implements OpenSSL ecparam command to
generate an elliptic curve private key. Following the Ethereum standard, SMAC
uses the Secp256k1 curve

The diagram above shows how transactions will be carried out with Smartchem
Voucher SMAC token.
Instead of going to a centralized server or through a mediator, SMAC Coin allows
the processing of trades through its decentralized server in the Smartchem.
platform. This uses smart contracts and the novel Smartchem. protocol designed
by the team.
SMAC token is also designed to support transactions that happen between
customer-to-customer (C2C), business-to-customer (B2C), and
business-to-business (B2B) interactions.
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Smartchem Architecture
SMAC token is an ERC20 token that functions as a utility asset and a store of value.
It is used to improve the structure of P2P transactions, whether it be B2C, B2B, or
C2C.

The Smartchem team will be applying for the token listing on selected
cryptocurrency exchanges and will apply for more in the future when the need
arises. More information regarding the SMAC token listing timeline can be found
in the SMAC Overview document, as well as on the Smartchem ofﬁcial website.
As an ERC20 token, SMAC has similar speciﬁcations as other tokens that fall under
the utility category. Currently, the Smartchem team has decided to use the
Ethereum blockchain and make modiﬁcations to accommodate the Smartchem
platform and Smartchem blockchain requirements. When the need for a main net
creation arises in the future, the Smartchem team will be moving the SMAC token
to its own main net.
SMAC token also implements the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm
(ECDSA) for public-key cryptography. This provides convenience due to smaller
key lengths, even though it provides roughly the same level of security.
Smartchem users will not have to worry about giving away their private keys to
others when their public keys are exposed because of this algorithm.
The ERC20 token standard enables SMAC tokens to function just like any
conventional cryptocurrency, especially once it has been listed on various
cryptocurrency exchanges. With the functions given above, SMAC can be
effectively used for discounts on intelligent ﬂuids purchases.
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Smartchem Platform Features
Smartchem Platform has some features that will help users make fast and safe
transactions for intelligent ﬂuids product purchase discounts and donations to the
ecological projects of OceanCare.com and ClimateAnalytics.org automatically.

Smartchem Protocol
Smartchem Voucher token uses blockchain technology, particularly smart
contracts and its novel Smartchem protocol, to facilitate seamless intelligent ﬂuids
purchase discounts and automatic donations to ecological projects for each
purchase. Transactions that occur are stored via blockchain to maintain data
immutability. Smartchem blockchain is based on Ethereum.
Potential future Blockchain use cases of intelligent ﬂuids include product NFTs
and supply-chain integration backwards (vendors) and forward (clients).

Smartchem Payment Gateway
Smartchem platform will be integrated with the most popular Wallets like
Metamask, Trezor, Ledger, Mist, and others. The Smartchem team has a plan to
create a SMAC Wallet that will be developed as a cryptocurrency storage platform
for SMAC. This will not only improve the SMAC storage process but also make it
much safer, simplify and speed up the Intelligent Fluids purchase process, and
customize donations to various environmental projects.

Smartchem Donations
The Smartchem platform supports an integrated mechanism for sending
donations to various environmental projects such as OceanCare.org. For every
discounted purchase of intelligent ﬂuids, using the Smartchem platform, an
automatic donation of $ 0.10 per liter will be contributed to OceanCare.org. The
Smartchem protocol makes the donation mechanism easy and transparent,
which provides additional opportunities for various environmental initiatives.
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Ecosystem
Smartchem ecosystem is composed of various players, such as intelligent ﬂuids
Customers, Token Stakeholders, and Ecological Projects. All can get beneﬁts from
SMAC utility tokens and its underlying Smartchem platform as they contribute to
the life of its ecosystem.
The diagram above shows the
beneﬁts of SMAC tokens for
all ecosystem participants.
SMAC token will be the
energy to keep its platform’s
engines running through coin
sales, market gain after new
exchange
listings.
The
Smartchem platform, using
the SMAC token, provides an
opportunity to reduce the
purchase cost of Intelligent
Fluids
for
Smartchem
customers, as well as provide
the opportunity to ensure a
steady ﬂow of donations for
the
implementation
of
various
environmental
projects.
Intelligent Fluids customers get the following beneﬁts from using SMAC
tokens

•
•
•
•
•

zero fees with SMAC token
lower product price
ability to donate to ecological projects
fast and transparency trades
cryptocurrency user-friendly

SMAC stakeholders also do not stand aside and have the following beneﬁts

•

gain proﬁt from the growth in the value of the token trade on popular DEX
and Exchanges

•
•

ability to trade SMAC tokens on Uniswap and top Exchanges
cryptocurrency user-friendly

One of the main positive aspects of using SMAC token is an automatic
donation set up from each purchase to various environmental projects.
Environmental projects receive the following beneﬁts

•
•
•

regular donation based on Smartchem protocol
fast and transparency donations
cryptocurrency user-friendly
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Token Economy
SMAC token is the main asset used to fund the platform’s economy and
compensate all ecosystem participants for their contributions. The image below
summarizes the main beneﬁts of using SMAC token to order intelligent ﬂuids on
the Smartchem platform.

This diagram compares trades made with SMAC token and with other payment
methods like ﬁat money. Users that pay with ﬁat money on traditional payment
gateways will have to deal with other cumbersome factors that can be eliminated
if they trade with SMAC through the Smartchem platform.
When Smartchem customers are using Fiat money they have to pay for
transaction fees required by other payment gateways, especially for overseas
payments. As there will be a number of intermediaries that facilitate the
transaction, users can expect more fees.
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SMAC token eliminates the need for intermediaries because payments will be
completely done.
Aside from transaction fees, there can also be overhead expenses which may be
inevitable especially for overseas purchases. This can be mitigated by blockchain
technology. Supply chain management can become easier as blockchain can
allow seamless and decentralized item tracking.
SMAC
token
can
allow
immediate
and
borderless
trades.
Unlike
traditional
payment gateways, blockchain
uses a decentralized database,
guaranteeing transaction data
integrity.

Allocation of Fund Proceedings
A lion's share of the offering proceedings (55%) will be invested into
manufacturing sites, demo-labs, R&D, including lab facilities and research.
Human resources for global Sales and Business Development will take up about
25% of the raised funds, and the remainder of the funds will be used for Marketing
and Investor Relations.
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How to Buy SMAC tokens
SMAC token is a utility token for the upcoming Smartchem protocol. It will be
used to buy a token, access speciﬁc features in the platform, donate to charities,
and more. It is built on the Ethereum blockchain, classifying it as an ERC-20 token.
For this reason, you will need to purchase Ethereum ﬁrst before you can convert it
to SMAC tokens.

Send Ethereum to an exchange where SMAC is listed, then
buy SMAC tokens
Once you have purchased Ethereum, you will have to send it to one of the
exchanges above, then use it to buy SMAC tokens.
Attention, some of the exchanges might have restrictions for US residents. As an
alternative, you can buy SMAC tokens on Uniswap where there is no restrictions.
On any ERC20-Wallet like e.g. MEW, MetaMask or others, that allow “Custom
Token” you have to add SMAC as a Custom Token by adding following data:
SmartContract Address: 0xB9964c8B9C48800678e72b2fe7B9B365d3D0019d
Token-Symbol:
SMAC
Decimal:
18

SMAC Token Listing on Exchanges
Smartchem doesn’t have a hard cap. SMAC token will be listed on top crypto
exchanges and available for sale from October, 2021.
Smartchem plans to enable the owners of SMAC tokens to trade tokens on top
crypto exchanges.

Where to buy
Ethereum:

Where to buy SMAC:
(planned)

Decentralized
Exchanges (DEXs)

1. Binance

Soon to be announced
Centralized Exchanges like
1. KuCoin

1. Uniswap
2. Pancake

2. Coinbase
3. FTX
4. KuCoin

2. Gate.IO
3. OKx
4. Bithumb
5. Huobi
6. Coinsbit
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RISKS
The following sections shall give an initial overview about risks, which may arise from
an investment in SMAC tokens. However, there may be further risks to be considered,
not expressly addressed below.
In general, there is the risk of a partial or total loss of the investment e.g. in case of
illiquidity or over-indebtedness of intelligent ﬂuids company (IFC).
An increasing market of competitors acting in the same area of business as IFC may lead
to decreasing demand in IFC’s products, which could have a negative effect on the
demand for the SMAC discount vouchers.
IFC’s success depends considerably on the business talent of the key persons of the
management team. Any changes to the current management team could have a negative
impact.
Further, there is the risk that the planned expansion strategy does not succeed fast
enough in relevant volume applications and henceforth lose momentum. Furthermore,
investors should take into account, that changes of national and international laws and
regulations might inﬂuence the business of IFC.
It is possible that the value of the SMAC tokens will be lower than the purchase price and
hence would mean a capital loss for the investors.
IFC intends to use its best efforts to ensure that the SMAC tokens shall be admitted to
several trading platform for crypto-currencies to ensure a high-tradability. However, the
acceptance on the planned exchanges cannot be guaranteed.
·

The SMAC tokens do not provide for information or voting rights within the shareholder
meeting of IFC. It actually does not provide any securities at all. Hence, based on the
investment in the SMAC tokens investors cannot inﬂuence the strategy and business
development of IFC.

·

The applicable tax laws and the prevailing practice of the tax authorities may change in
future. Hence, it cannot be excluded that due to such changes the tax-wise treatment of
ﬁnancial payouts from SMAC tokens may lead to disadvantages for the investors.

·

If the investor should ﬁnance the investment in SMAC tokens by loan or other debts
(which is not recommended at all), any payments of the principal amount or interests due
to such debt ﬁnancing have to be fulﬁlled by the investor.
Only SMAC token holders (who are able to dispose about the SMAC tokens) are entitled to
claim any rights resulting from the SMAC tokens in relation to IFC. The deposit and the
disposal of SMAC tokens require some technical know-how about the functionality of the
blockchain technology and about the use of blockchain units. Hence, there may be the
risk that the investor does not have such know-how about the transfer and the deposit of
SMAC tokens which may lead to a ﬁnal loss of SMAC token (i.e. due to the loss of access
dates for the respective SMAC wallet or due to fraud).
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